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DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF SKIN FRICTION 1 
By SATISH DHAWAN 
SUMMARY 
A device has been developed to measure local skin friction on 
a fiat plate by measuring the jorce exerted upon a t'ery small 
movable part oj the sUljace oj the fiat plate. These jOl'Ces, 
wMch range jl'om about 1 milligram to about 100 milligmms, 
are measured by means oj a reactance device. The appamtu ' 
was first applied to measurements in the low-8peed range, both 
for laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The measured 
skin-jriction coefficient show excell~nt agreement with Blas1'u ' 
and Von Karman's Tesults. The device was then appliecl to 
high-speed subsonic flow and the turbulent-skin-friction co-
efficients were determined up to a 1I1ach number oj about O.B. 
A jew meaSUTements in supeTsonic flow wel'e also made. 
This papeT descTibes the de ign and constTuction of the deviCf 
and the results of the measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
An object moving through a fluid experiences a drag force 
which can be decomposed into pressure drag and skin friction. 
This di"ision is the same whether the bodv moves with 
supersonic or subsonic speeds. At present ,~ave drag and 
induced drag are by far better understood both experimen-
tally and theoretically than skin friction and boundary-layer 
separation. This is particularly true for supersonic veloc-
ities, but it is also curiously eno ugh t rue that experim en ta,l 
investigations of skin friction in the subsonic range and in 
incompressible flow are exceedingl~r rare. 
Recent advances in the design of high-speed aircraft and 
missiles have shown that a more exact knowledge of skin 
friction (and heat transfer, which is relu,;,ed) is of great, 
importance. Theory of the laminar boundary layer and of 
laminar skin friction both in low- peed and high-speed flow 
has been worked out to a considerable extent in the course 
of the last decade. In spite of the lack of detailed experi -
ments on laminar skin friction, it is generally fel t that the 
theoretical results are adequate and trustworthy up to Mach 
numbers of the order of 4. Beyond this range, for hyper-
sonic velocities, ne,,- effect.s sllch as dissociation, variable 
Prandtl number, and so forth appear and the present t hcon 
does not seem to be adequately explored. '. 
Turbulent skin friction , Oll the oth('r hand, presents a 
much more serious problem. The under tanding of turbu-
lent slH'ar flow , even in incompressible flow, is inadequate 
and it is at present not possible to formulate a complete 
theory withou t recourse to empirical constants. Even if it 
is assumed tha t low-speed turbulent skin frictio!l is known, 
say from Von Karman's logarithmic laws with empirically 
determined constants, the question of how to continue these 
laws to high · velocities and to supersonic flow arises. This 
qllestien was first discussed by Von Karman in his Volta 
Congress paper in 1935 (reference 1) and has since then 
attracted a large number of investigations, for example, by 
Frankl and Voishel (reference 2), Ferrari (reference 3), V M 
Driest (reference 4), Li and Nagamatsu (reference 5), and 
so forth. The net resul t of all these investigations is a set. 
of curves of skin friction against Mach number (at constant 
Reynolds number) which are bounded by Von Karnuin's 
I'rsults for incompressible and compressible flows. That is, 
(he general trend is a decrease of skin friction with ~v1ach 
number as in laminar flow. However, this decrease may 
be larger or smaller depending upon the assumptions made 
in the analysis. None of the assumptions made have a 
theoretically convincing rea,son, because of the present lack 
of knowledge of turbulent fiow. It turns out that Von 
Karman's original ass~ption, which is also the simplest, 
gives so far the largest decrease in skin friction with Mach 
number; for example, the ratio of compressible to ineom-
pressible skin-friction coefticient at a Mach number of 2 
and a R eynolds number of 1,000,000 is approximately 0.66 
according to Von Karman. 
Hence, it is evidellt that the differences between various 
theories are anything but minor. In fact, the differences 
at Mach numbers of the order of 2 are so large that perform-
ance computatiolls based upon one or the other of the 
theoretical skill-friction coefficients result in very large, and 
sometimes decisive, differences. It is clear, therefore that , , 
besides the fundamental interest in turbulent boundary 
layers, the deLermination of high-speed skin friction is of 
paramount technical importance today. 
The present investigation was undertaken with the aim 
of developing an instrument capable of measuring skin 
friction in high-speed flow. The program consisted of four 
parts: 
(a) A survey of possible methods of determining skill 
friction with the aim of seJecting the most promising one for 
further development. The result of this study suggested 
direct measurement of local skin friction. This is carried 
out by measurillg the shear force exerted upon a small 
movable part of a solid boundary by means of a reactance 
pickup. 
I Supersedes :--1.0\(' A '1':\256;, "Direct ~re8sllremcntso( ' kin Friction" bySatish Dhaw81l, 1952. 
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(b) The design and construction of the device, including 
detl1iled studies of necessary tolerances and sensitivities. 
Cc) The application of the device to skin-friction measure-
ments in ineompressible flow where the results can be com-
pared both wit,h measurements by other means and with 
theory . 
(d) The measurement of skin-friction coefficients in high-
speed and supersonic flow. 
The second part of Cd) was, unfortunately, not completely 
accomplished. Only a few measurements in supersonic flow 
with doubtful flow conditions were carried out. This is due 
to purely external reasons and not due to a failure of the 
d.evice. The main aim of the investigation was the develop-
ment of the apparatus, a determination of its accuracy, and 
a demonstration of its applicability. 
This work was conducted at GALCI'!' under the sponsor-
ship and with the financial assistance of the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics as part of a long-range 
investigation of bounda.ry-layer phenomena at high speeds. 
B 
SYMBOLS 
total-head-tube reading (p+~ pu 2) 
local skin-friction coefficient 
local skin-friction coefficient in incompressible flow 
Clo Blasius value 'for 10ca1 skin-friction coefficient. 
tJ.CI=CI-C/
o 
Cp specific heat at constant pressure 
c. specific heat at constant volume 
H ratio of displacement to momentum thickness (5*/8) 
He ratio of displacement to momentum thickness III 
compressible flow 
H( ratio of displacement to momentum thickness m 
incompressible flow 
k heat conductivity of fluid 
]0.;[ local Mach number 
M, free-stream Mach number 
Pl' Prandtl number (l-'c1J /k) 
p local static pressure 
Po total head (impact pressure) 
po' local total head 
q dynamic pressure of free stream (~ p",U2) 
qo heat flow per unit time per unit area through surface 
R gas constant 
Re Reynolds number (Ux/v) 
T static temperature of fluid 
TI static temperature at outside edge of boundary layer 
To stagnation temperature 
T", wall temperature 
U velocity at outside edge of boundary layer 
u velocity component in boundary layer parallel to 
surface 
u, effective velocity obtained from Stanton tube reading 
v output of transformer, volts 
x coordinate along surface in direction of flow 
y coordinate normal to surface 
'Y ratio of specific heats (cp/c.) 
o boundary-layer thickness 
6* displacement thickness 
E height above wall 
7J Blasius' dimensionless coordinate normal to surface 
(Y/~r:x) 
8 momentum defecL thickness 
8j momentum defect thickness in incompressible flow 
J.I. coefficient of viscosity 
v kinematic coefficient of viscosity (J.I./ p) 
~ coordinate along surface in vicinity of gap 
P fluid density 
PI fluid density at outside edge of boundary layer 
p", fluid density of uniform flow 
T o shearing stress at surface (skin friction) 
()'" value at wall 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OF SKIN-FRICTION 
MEASUREMENT 
Under the assumption of continuum flow and no slip at the 
solid surface the intensity of skin friction To at any point on 
a solid surface in a flowing gas is given by 
( au) T- 1-'-0- ay v=o 
where 
J.I. coefficient of viscosity 
u velocity component in boundary layer parallel to 
surface 
y coordinate normal to surface 
For the flow of gases at temperatures and pressures at which 
the mean free paths of the gas molecules are small compared 
with the physical dimensions of the system, the slip at the 
solid boundary is negligible. The following discussions will 
apply to cases where these conditions are realized. 
The above expression for skin friction is valid for laminar 
and, because of the existence of the sublayer, also for turbu-
lent boundary layers. In general, experimental attempts at 
measurement of the skin friction may be classified into 
two main types: 
(a) Those which endeavor to determine the components 
of the right-hand side of the above equation 
(b) Those which rely on a bulk measurement of the skin 
friction itself, or on some other physical quantity related to it. 
SKIN FRICTION BY VELOCITY-PROFILE METHOD 
In the first type of measurement of the skin friction the 
physical quantities to be measured are the viscosity J.I. and 
the velocity in the boundary layer u. Kinetic theory and 
experiment indicate the viscosity coefficient to be a function 
of the absolute temperature alone. Thus a local measure-
ment of the wall temperature (with, say, a sensitive thermo-
couple) is sufficient to define (I-')v-o. The measurement of 
the velocity as a function of the normal coordinate y is, 
however, a more complicated procedure. Measurement of 
the local velocity in moving fluids is extremely difficult and 
up to the present time no really satisfactory direct methods 
exist for application to the observation of high-speed flows. 
-----_.-
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The only known published measurements of local velocity of 
interest to fluid mechanics are those of Fage and Townend 
(reference 6) who used ail ultramicroscope with a rotating 
objective to observe boundary-layer flow in a water channel. 
For most aerodynamic investigations the local velocity is 
not found directly but related quantities like dynamic pres-
sure, mass flow, density, and so forth are measured. To 
obtain velocity from such measurements one requires addi-
tional information about the flow. 
For example, consider the three most extensively used 
instruments, the pitot tube, the hot-wire anemometer, and 
the interferometer. In order to obtain velocity from the 
reading of a pitot tube one must know the local static pres-
sure and density. For the hot-wire anemometer the local 
density is required, while information about the local tem-
perature is necessary for the interferometer. In the cage of 
the boundary layer theoretical considerations, borne out by 
experiments, show that the variation of pressure normal to 
the surface is negligible. On this assumption the experi-
mental determination of static pressure in the boundary 
layer is simplified to a local measurement' on the surface. 
(Since the pressure is meagured at the wall and its variation 
is small, the assumpt,ion of constant p throu/?:h the boundary 
layer introduces only second-order errors in a skin-friction 
measurement.) However, for the instruments mentioned 
above, for each determination of velocity one would still 
have to make at least one additional measurement apart 
from the reading of the instrument itself. 
In determining skin friction from the slope at the wall of a 
measured velocity profile, errors in measurement of the pro-
file directly affect To' A method which is not so sensitive 
to the portion of the velocity profile in the immediate 
neighborhood of the wall is provided in principle by Von 
Karman's momentum integral. The basic consideration 
underlying this is the fact that the frictional force on the 
surface must appear as a momentum defect in the rest of 
the boundary layer. For the case of steady two-dimen-
sional flow past a flat surface one obtains 
where PI and U are the density and velocity just outside the 
boundary layer, {} and 13 are defined by 
o momentum defect thickness (1" ~~ ( 1- ~) dy) 
13 displacement thickness (So" ( 1-~~ ) dy) 
and x is the coordinate in the direction of the flow. Several 
profiles in the region of determination of To would now have 
to be measured so that the derivative of {} with respect to x can 
be found. This method, while not sensitive to errors in u 
close to the wall, involves the added complication of knowing 
U, PI, and {} as functions of x. Its application is more prac-
tical in the case of uniform flow past a flat plate when the 
pressure gradient in the x-direction IS also zero and the 
above expression is reduced to 
TO d{} 
p.,UZ- dx 
The usc of this method does not, however, eliminate the 
difficulties in the determination of velocity from a pressure 
or momentum measurement.. 
NOTES ON INSTRUMENTS USED IN MEASUREMENT OF 
VELOCITY PROFILES 
Pitot (or total-head) tube.-The specialized form of the 
pitot tube usually used for boundary-layer measurements 
consists of a small bore tube (of the order of O.05-in. diam.) 
with its mouth flattened out to form a narrow rectangular 
opening. The impact pressure at the mouth is proportional 
to pu2 and is usually measured on a mercury or alcohol 
manometer. As mentioned before, in order to obtain ve-
locity from the reading of such an instrument one needs a 
knowledge of either P or T. For nondissipative flows with 
speeds below the speed of sound, the assumption of isentropic 
deceleration at the tube mouth is closely fulfilled and the 
velocity u is related to the impact pressure p by 
where 
To stagnation temperature 
p local static pressure 
'Y=cpic. 
Cp and c. being the specific heats at constant pressure and 
constant volume, respectively. 
The stagnation temperature To may be measured at some 
convenient reference point in the flow, for example, in the 
case of a wind tunnel, in the reservoir or settling chamber. 
At supersonic speeds a shock wave appears in front of the 
tube mouth and the entropy loss through this must be taken 
into account. By assuming the shape of the shock wave to 
be straight and normal to the flow direction the velocity can 
still be calculated by use of the well-known Rayleigh pitot-
tube formula 
I 
( 2"1 2 "1-
1),,-1 
"1+ 1 lv! - "1+1 
where NI is the local Mach number just ahead of the tube 
(in front of the shock wave) and Po', the impact-pressure 
reading of the tube (behind the normal shock wave). The 
two pitot-tube formulas become identical at M = 1. 
For a skin-friction determination with a pitot tube one 
would then ha.ve to know the following: 
(a) The impact pressure indicated by the tube as a func-
tion of y within the boundary layer 
(b) The static pressure at the point of measurement 
(c) The temperature distribution in the boundary layer 
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By assuming the total temperature to be constant through 
the boundary layer the temperaturc measurement is veJ'y 
much simplified, but such an assumption causes some errol' 
in the value of the shearing stre . This assumption amount 
to taking the value of the Prandtl number Pr=j.J.c p jk=1. 
Since for actual gases Pr = 1 (for air 0.724), the error is no!, 
large at low speeds but, increa e rapidly with increasing 
~rach number. An approximate estimate of the error in 
To cau ed by such an assumption may be readily obtained. 
For points in the boundary layer very close to the wall the 
flow may be considered incompres ible so that the pitot tube 
1 
reads B= p+'2 pU2. The pres ure p i measured on he sur-
face and is approximately constant through the boundary 
layer. From this, 
For y --c)O, (~-1 )--c)o and the second term on the right-hand 
side is negligible as compared with the first. Therefore, for 
small values of y, 
du cx:: T 
dy 
Also, the viscosity coefficient is approximately 
so that the shear stress at the wall 
ow 
U 2 T",= To- F(Pr) -2 
cp 
where F (Pr) is nearly Prl/2 for laminar and Prl/3 for tur-
bulent boundary layet'. Hence, by using Tw= To the 
shearing tress would be directly in errol'. For the typical 
case of an insulated flat plate at M = 1.5 this . error would 
amount to approximately 5 percent. At higher Mach 
numbers the errors would be even greater. 
It is interesting to note the improvement in accuracy if an 
actual measured value of the wall temperature Tw is used 
for the determination of To· The errors in ~~]w due to tem-
perature are practically eliminated. The main limitation 
.. h d " f dB] B f h fi . now IS 1Il t e etermmatlOn 0 dy w ' ecause 0 t e mtc 
size of the pitot tube, B cannot be measured right up to 
the wall. Another error introduced by the finite size of the 
pitot tube in boundary-layer measurements is due to the 
transversal total-pressure gradient in the boundary layer. 
The average indicated by the tube does not correspond to the 
velocity at the center of the tube but to that at some point 
which is shifted from the center toward the region of higher 
velocity. In a measurement of the velocity profile in a given 
boundary layer this error is emphasized for points close to 
the wall. For a tube with a rectangular opening of 0.005 
inch this shift i of the order of 0.001 inch in a velocity gra-
dient dujdy "'" 106 feet per second per foot (representative of a 
typical laminar boundary layer at a ~Iach nurr 1)(' 1' of approx-
imately 1.4 and a R eynold number. based on a lO-cm length, 
of 106). In acLual u e the shift can be approximately 
accounted for (sec reference 7 for details). 
Stanton tube.- Th(' tanton tube is a modificaLion of the 
pitot tube which ves an indication of the shearing stress on 
a surface. It c( ists of a small tube with a hole in its side 
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of 0.005 in.) from the surface on which the friction is to be 
measw'ed and the opening in the side of the tube faces the 
direction of flow. The end of the tube is ground flat to form 
a razor-sharp lip with t,hq. opening. For a distance Ever,)' 
close to the surface (this would have Lo be within the laminar 
sublayer in flows with turbulent boundary layers) one has 
approximately 
where u, is the effective velocity corresponding to the tube 
pressure reading and the subscript w denotes conditions at the 
wall. The sW'face tube may thus be usefully employed foJ' 
indications of changes in To (see reference 8 for example of 
use). However, because of the unpreci e definition of the 
quantity u, as measured by the tube and the extreme sensi-
tivity to E, the height of the tube above the sW'face, this 
method is not recommended for absolute measurement of To. 
Hot-wire anemometer.- The hot-wil'C' anemometer de-
pends for its measurement of velocity on the heat loss from 
a very small diameter (of the order of 0.0005 in.) wire which 
is heated electrically. For a given temperature difference 
between the heated wire and the surrounding ail' the amount 
of heat transferred is proportional to the square root of the 
mass flow pu. In order to find the velocity u from the mass 
flow one must known the density p. For the measurement of 
mean velocity in boundary layers at low speeds, where the 
effects of compressibility can be neglected, the hot-wire 
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anemometer is used as a calibro.ted insLfument. The co.libro.-
tion is performed under controlled conditions, for example, in 
a wind tlmnel with a low turbulence level. In this range the 
sensitivity o.nd accuracy of this instrument are well-estab-
lished. At high speeds the law of heat transfer deviates 
considerably from the one at low speeds. In po.rticular, the 
effects of temperature and density gradients on the reading 
of the instrument under these conditions are not yet estab-
lished (see reference 9 for some recent work on this subject). 
Since a hot-wire has to be calibrated under conditions which 
cannot be exactly reproduced during boundary-layer meas-
urements, such effects may cause large changes in the cali-
bration constants. Until the behavior of hot-wires in high-
speed, particularly supersonic, flow is well-established, it is 
felt that this instrument is unsuitable for precise meo.surp--
ments of boundary-layer flow at high speeds. 
Interferometer.-The interferometer measures directly 
the change in density with reference to some known value 
(see reference 10 for an account of the theory of operation of 
this instrument). Since the interferometer leaves the flow 
undisturbed, it seems, at fu'st sight, to be the ideal instrument 
for two-dimensional boundary-layer measurements. There 
are, however, serious limitations to its use for sut:h work. 
These are due to: 
(a) Errors arising from Lbe refraction of the light travers-
ing the boundary layer 
(b) Presence of side-wall bounJar.Y layers III wind tunnels 
(c) Transverse contamination of laminar boundary layers 
The errors due to refraction arc quite complex. As a ray 
of light traverses the boundary layer, it traces a curved path 
instead of a straight one because of the existence of density 
gradients in the boundary layer. Thus, two types of errors 
are introduced as a result of refraction. The first is in the 
optical path length of Lhe ray and the second. in the position 
to which the indicated density corresponds. Further errors 
result from the fact that because of refraction a ray of light 
which enters the tunnel at right angles to the side wall leaves 
the test section at an angle to the exit windo~ or wall. This 
('auses refraction through the window, so that the locatIOn of 
the apparent origin of the ray is further in error. A more 
complete discussion of Lhe e errors may be found in refer-
ences 11 and 12. It, is sufficient to note here that investi-
gatIOns of the magnitudes of the refraction erro r show that 
the indicated density profiles in boundary-layer measure-
ments with an interferometer may he in error to the e}.tent 
of approximately 10 percent. 
The second limitation, that of the presence of tunnel-wall 
boundary layers, affects the measured density since the 
interferometer beam traverses both the wall density field as 
well as the one being studied. One method of minimizing 
this error is to pass the reference beam of the interferometer 
also through the test section and thus cancel the effect of the 
wall boundary layers (reference 13). 
The third limitation is of primary consequence in laminar-
boundary-layer measurements. It is well-known (reference 
14) that external disturbances can cause transition of 
laminar flow to the turbulent type. Observations of laminar 
boundary layers on flat plates show tbat because of trans-
verse contamination of the sides there are always regions of 
turbulent flow. Again tIlEi interferometer beam integrates 
the density in these regions as part of the laminar boundar:,,' 
layer and hence gives erroneous indications. 
The above discllssion shows that accul'aLe meaSllroment of 
density in a boundary layer with an interferometer is £ar 
from simple. Approximate methods of correction have been 
devised by various workers (references 11 , 12, and 15) . It 
is felt that the techniques so far developed m'c inadequate, 
particularly for taking the rather serious refraction error 
into account. In addition Lo these difficulties in the meas-
urement of density one still has the baSIC problem, mentioned 
before, of obtaining velOCIty from the reading of the instru-
ment. Knowing p, one still needs the distribution of the 
static temperaturc LlU'ough the boundary layer for a calcu-
lation of u. One may proceed to usc theoretically caiculated 
temperaturc distributions in the boundary layer (e. g., in 
reference 16) or, alternatively, use a pitot tube to supplement 
the interferometer. In this connection the use of a total-
head tube is considered to be an improvemcnt over the fu'st 
method of assuming theoretical distributions of temperature 
in the boundary layer and using the inLerferometer as a 
primary measuring in trument. The reading of a pitot 
tube (apart from errol' clue to finite size) is proportional to 
pu2 and, for all practical purposes, is independent of theo-
retical assumptions. Hence this, with an accurate inde-
pendent measurement of p, should give a fairly reliable 
determination of the velocity. 
MEASUREMENT OF SKIN FRICTION BY DIRECT METHODS 
The preceding discussions show that experimental deter-
mination of skin friction by the indirect method of velocity-
distribution measurement in thin boundary layers is subject 
to many errors. The shearing stress To has to be detennined 
by differentiation, either of measured velocity profiles or of 
slowly varying parameters (the loss of momentum in the 
boundary layer) . Even when the quantities to bc differ-
en tiated are themselves measured comparatively accurately 
the results of differentiation can be quite inaccurate. 
The second type of skin-friction measurement, relying on 
a direct or bulk measurement, may be performed in principle 
in two ways: 
(a) By a heat-transfer measurement 
(b) By a direct force determination 
Skin friction by heat-transfer measurement,'-The heat-
transfer method depends on Reynolds' analogy between the 
transport of momentum and the transfer of heat. If qo is 
the heat flow per unit time from a unit area of the surface 
and k is the heat conductivity of the fluid, then 
(OT) qo=k -o y v-o 
where T is the local temperature. The analogy with the 
expression for the intensity of skin friction is at once apparent. 
For the case of two-dinlensional flow with the Prandtl num-
ber cpJl./k = 1 the temperature T is a parabolic function of the 
velocity u alone. In such a case the heat flow qo and the 
wall shearing stress To may be explicitly related by an ex-
pression (reference 17) of the form: 
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where 
TJ temperature of free stream 
Tw wall temperature 
U velocity of free stream 
Ml ),lach number of free stream 
In the above relation assumptions of laminar flow and 
equal orders of magnitude for the viscous and thermal 
boundary layers are inherent. It is easily seen that esti-
mates of skin friction can be obtained by measurement of 
qo and the other quantities involved. For cases when the 
Prandtl number differs from unity but is constant and the 
flow is turbulent, similar relations between the heat transfer 
and the skin friction may be derived (reference 18). These 
relations, however, are not exact and, although they do indi-
cate the existence of a relationship between qo and To, they 
are by themselves not reliable enough to form the basis of 
measurements for To. In such cases calibration procedures 
have to be relied upon. Ludwieg (reference 19) has sucess-
fully used this principle for the measurement of wall shearing 
stresses in turbulent flows at low speeds. His instrument 
consists of a small electrically heated element flush with the 
surface on which the measuremen t is to be made and ther-
mally insulated from it. The heat flow qo is measured by 
the amount of electrical energy supplied to the element. 
The temperatures of the element and the free strElam are 
measured by thermocouples. It must be pointed out that 
in this case the general relation between qo and To must be 
modified to account for the fact that the thermal layer and 
the friction layer do not originate at the same point. Lud-
wieg calibrated his instrument by measurements of qo with 
known values of the friction force, so that his measurements 
are not affected by theoretical assumptions on the relation 
between To and qo. The use of this type of instrument for 
high-speed flow investigations has, however, one serious 
drawback. It is extremely difficult to provide known shear-
ing stresses for calibration purposes. For instance, it is no 
longer possible to use the known rellttion at low speeds 
between pressure drop in a two-dimensional channel and the 
shearing stress on the walls. Furthermore, it is open to 
question whether a heat-transfer instrument calibrated in 
flows with fully developed turbulent boundary layers can be 
used for the measurement of skin friction in laminar flows, 
and vice versa. On account of these difficulties it was felt 
that a method measuring the shear force directly would be 
superior to the heat-trltnsfer method. 
Direct force measurement.--In principle the method of 
direct force measurement is very simple. The frictional 
force is allowed to move a small element of the surface in the 
direction of the flow and against some restoring force. This 
movement is calibrated to indicate the magnitude of the 
force. This method was used by early investigators such as 
Froude and Kempf in determining the fluid resistance of 
bodies in water. A more recent application is that of 
Schultz-Grunow (reference 20), who used it for measurements 
of To in a low-speed wind tunnel. Since this method does 
not rel~' on any physical assumptions regarding the nature 
of the boundary-layer flow, it is inherently very suitable for 
surface-friction measurements. There are, however, several 
difficulties and possible source of error in the actual u e of 
this principle, especially for applications to supersonic flow. 
The moving clement has to be separated from the rest of the 
surface by smnJl gaps. These may cause changes in the 
velocity and pressure distribu tions in their immediate vicinity 
and so distort the measurement. Again, for local measure-
ments the force element has to be very small comparerl with 
the dimensions of the body on which the friction measure-
ments are to be made. This is of special importance in 
cases where there are large pressure gradients in the direction 
of flow. The magnitudes of the friction forces on a small 
element are bound to be small so that the force-measuring 
mechanism has to be extremely sensitive. Investigations of 
these difficulties showed that, nevertheless, the direct force-
mea urement method was quite feasible and practical. 
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF SKIN-FRICTION 
INSTRUMENT 
Although the principle underlying the direct measurement 
of skin friction (as outlined in the last section) is quite 
straightforward, its actual application to flow measurements 
is far from simple. This is especially true for measurements 
at high spC'eds. An instrument based on this principle can 
be used with confidence only after rather extensive investiga-
tions and considerations of the features likely to introduce 
errors in the measurement. This section will be concerned 
with the investigations undertaken to evaluate the appli-
cability of the direct skin-friction-measurement method and 
the design of an instrument based on the results of these 
investigations. 
The main features to be investigated in determining the 
actual feasibility of the method may be briefly summed up 
as follows: 
(a) Effect of the gaps in the smface on the skin-friction 
measurement 
(b) The practicabili(~- of lWC'\Imtel.v lllC'asuring small 
forces with apparatu having extremely small physical 
dimensions 
(c) The effect of external vibrations and temperature 
changes on the instrument during measurement 
EFFECT OF GAPS 
That the gaps between the surface of the flat plate and the 
force element may have some effect on the force measured is 
quite clear from the fact that in the gaps the condition of no 
slip at the surface is no longer satisfied. The break in the 
continuity of the boundary may be regarded as a sudden 
disturbance in the slope of the velocity profile at the wall 
(i. c., the shearing stress To). The magnitude of this dis-
turbance evidently depends on the dimensions of the slot 
as well as the characteristics of the flow in its vicinity. The 
fact that for small surface gaps the disturbance in pressure i 
negligible forms the basis of the well-known method employed 
in the measurement of static pressures in moving fluids. 
Since pressure and velocity disturbances are related, it is 
reasonable to expect that for small gaps the associated 
velocity disturbance would also be small. In order to 
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substantiate this heuristic reasoning aud to arrive at a some-
what more precise idea of the "smallness" of the gaps which 
would not disturb the velocity profile, tests were made on 
flat plates with slots in the surface. A slot width of 0.01 
inch was used for the study in supersonic flow. This slot 
dimension was chosen as being a practical one for actual use 
in the instrument to be developed. The flow over the plate 
surface was observed by means of schlieren photographs. 
Figures 1 and 2 are typical schlieren photographs of the flow 
past the slots with laminar and turbulent boundary layer, 
respectively. It was found that the plate surface and the 
element had to be in the same plane to almost an optical 
degree of fla tness before the shock waves disappeared on the 
schlieren . The laminar-boundary-layer photograph (fig. 1) 
indicates no detectable disturbances due to the presence of 
the slots. In the turbulent case (fig. 2) (there being a steeper 
velocity gradient at the plate surface) very faint waves can be 
seen originating at the gap locations. In order to estimate 
the strength of these waves, an attempt was made to measure 
Lhe pressure rise through them by means of a 0.04-inch-
diameter tatic-pressure probe and an alcohol manometer. 
o indication of pressure variation could be obtained. Since 
experience with similar probes has shown the instrument t·o 
FIr.URE I.-Effect of slots in plate. Laminar boumlary layer; M""l.4; flow from left to right; 
arrows indicate position of slots. 
:} . y,:r- r • ". ..... • • ~ ...... r .. ~ '7':1 
CN .' ~:i5f!::' : ',.iF-'_,;;", ~.:".". 'i-~ , ~ .. ...,_ _:: L::- 79237 
Frr. URE 2.-Effect of slots in plate. Turbulent boundary layer; M""1.4; fiow from left to 
rigb t; arrows indicate posi tion of slots. 
268001-54-2 
be an extremely sensitive one, it was concluded that the effect 
of the slots was negligible. This conclusion was "further 
confirmed by a detailed exploration of velocity profiles . ll the 
vicinity of a sample slot. The profiles on a flat plate with 
a relatively large slot of about 0.2 centimeter were measured 
with a 0.0005-inch-diameter platinum hot-wire. Since the 
boundA,ry layers at high speeds are too thin to allow accurate 
profile determination, th ese measurements were carried out 
in a low-speed wind tunnel. The boundary 'layers were 
relatively thick (about 1 em) and the hot-wire measurements 
quite accurate. In order to retain some measure of dynamic 
similarity with the slot in the high-speed tunnel, the Reynolds 
number based on the gap width and free-stream veloci ty, 
density, and viscosity was kept approximately the same in 
the two cases. The results of these measurements are shown 
in figure 3. .The slope and shape of the velocity profiles in 
the vicinity of the slot, and hence the shearing stress, are seen 
to be essentially unaltered by the presence of the slot. It is 
interesting to note the profile measured in the gap itself. 
A small finite velocity is indicated at the wall level, but the 
slope of the rest of the profile is not sensibly affected. The 
profile immediately behind the slot d6es not indicate any 
trace of the disturbance. The velocity profiles shown in 
figure 3 are for a turbulent boundary layer on the flat plate. 
The effect of the gap on a surface with laminar boundary 
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MEASUREMENT OF SMALL FORCES 
Almost all the usual methods employed in the measure-
ment of small forces have one common feature_ in that they 
all utilize a small linear or angular movement produced by 
the forc e's being measured against some mechanical restoring 
force. The principal methods available are : 
(a) Mechanical devices utilizing the torsion of a thin wire 
(b) Optical methods 
(c) Resistance wire gages 
(d) Reactance gages 
The mechanical torsion wire is essentially very simple and 
is utilized extensively in laboratory measurements of small 
forces (e. g., surface tension of liquids) . Considerable effort 
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was expended in an attempt to employ this method for the 
measurement of skin-friction forces. The test setup, how-
ever, showed that it could not be used to advantage without 
complicated lever systems which would destroy the simplicity 
and accuracy of the method. 
Among the optical method the use of interferometry for 
the accurate measurement of small displacements is well-
known. The c.xtreme sensitivity of this method, however, 
requires almost perfect vibration isolation of the optical 
elements and thus makes a practical application in a case 
like the present one extremely difficult. Two other optical 
methods were investigated. The first of these employed 
optical levers to magnif~- small angular changes, while the 
econd used the fact that the width of the diffraction pattern 
from a narrow rectangular slit is proportional to the width 
of the slit. While ('xtremely simple in their application, 
these methods were found to be not accurate enough. 
The resistance strain gage, extensively used in experi-
mental structural analysis and recently also in wind-tunnel 
balance systems, works on the -principle that a change in 
strain in a thin conducting wire is accompanied by a change 
in electrical resistance of the wire. Since the percentage 
change in resistance is of the same order of magnitude as the 
percentage strain and t.he wire material cannot be stressed 
beyond its elastic limit, rathcr elaborate electrical equipment 
is necessary for precision measurements with this type of 
gage. Its use is further complicated by the necessity for 
temperature compensation, for changes in temperature 
would directly affect the re istance of the strain-gage wire. 
A test apparatus employing the wire train gage showed that 
this method did not have Lhe accuracy or stability required 
for the measurement of small force of the order of 100 
milligrams. 
The reactance-type gage is similar to the resistance gage 
inasmuch as it also employs a mechanical movement to 
produce a corresponding change in an electrical quantity. 
In this case, however, it is possible for the percentage change 
in reactance to be several orders of magnitude larger than 
the percentage mechanical change. The change in reactance 
can thus be easily and accurately measured. The particular 
form of reactance gage or pickup chosen for the present 
application is a small ~{6-inch-diameter, ~{6-inch-Iong variable 
differential transformer manufactured commercially (Schae-
vitz Engineeri..1g Co., Camden, X. J.). It consists (see fig. 4) 
essentially of three coaxial coils, one primary and two second-
aries. A small iron core form the controlling element of 
the transformer. The primary coil is energized with high-
frequency (20-kc) alternating current so that the solenoidal 
Input 117~~ 
I Primary'"" I 
'::{!II::::", Leads ' ..' spindle ). iG dlom. I 
Secondories" :"-' 
··Output · 
FIGURE 4.-DiiJerenti8! tr8nsformer. 
force on the core is effectively eliminated. The output of 
the secondary coils connected in opposition is It function of 
the core position (fig. 5). The sensitivity of the transformer 
is of the order of 0.03 volt pel' O.OOI-inch core displacement 
at 5 volts input to the primary. This corresponds to a full-
scale deflection on a H ewlett-Packard vacuum-tube yolt-
meter. The output change is large enough for measurement 
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.007 0 .007 
Core displacement, in. 
FIr.URE 5.-Sketch of output ch8r8cteristics of diiJerenti81 transformer. 
EFFECT OF EXTERNAL VIBRATIONS AND TEMPERATURE CHANGES 
Since the skin-friction instrument was intended for use in 
wind tunnels which are always subject to vibrations, actual 
measurements of the frequencies and amplitude of the tunnel 
vibrations were made with a standard vibration analyzer. 
These measurements showed that the predominant external 
frequencies were at approximately 200 cycles per second and 
20 cycles per second. The maximum amplitude of vibra-
tion was about 0.001 inch at the lower frequency. In view 
of this the core suspension system of the instrument was 
designed with a natural frequency much lower (about 5 cps) 
than the external vibrations. ince the external vibrations 
actually have a continuous frequency spectrum rather than 
just discrete freq uencies, it is impossible to eliminate entirely 
the effect of these vibrations. As a result the transformer 
core may oscillate to a small extent about some mean posi-
tion or may be effectively displaced from its rest position. 
It is therefore important to operate on a part of the output 
curve (fig. 5) such that the oscillations do not make the core 
cross the minimum or "zero" point of the curve. The effect 
of the external vibmtions was further minimized by viscous 
damping and distribution of the mass of the oscillating sys-
tem so that its center of gravity and center of percussion 
were approximately coincident. 
The transformer pickup was tested for temperature effects 
and it was found that temperature changes of ±20o C have 
no effect on the output. In the actual design one further 
precaution would be required. The link: system carrying the 
core must be so designed that thermal changes leave the core 
position unaffected. 
SUMMARY OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
To summarize the above investigations the following 
design requirements were set up for the shearing-stress 
instrument. 
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(a) The instrument is to be used primarily for two-dimen-
sional measurements in the GAL CIT 4- by lO-inch transonic 
wind tunnel (see reference 21 for description). The small 
size of the test section demands that the instrument be of 
extremely small dimensions. 
(b) The moving element and the flat plate must at all 
times be at the same level. Even small inclinations (of the 
order of 1/50°) of the element would introduce large errors 
in the measured forces. The gaps between the force element 
and the plate surface must be as small as possible. 
(c) The force-measuring system must be sensitive enough 
to measure skin-friction forces in both laminar and turbulent 
boundary layers in the available range of Mach number and 
Reynolds number (M:::::::O to 1.5 and Re=10· to 106). This 
corresponds to shearing stresses ranging from approximately 
1 milligram per square centimeter to about 1 gram per square 
centimeter. 
Cd) The instrument readings must be immune to vibrations 
from the tunnel and to temperature changes. 
DF.sCRIPTION 
The instrument developed is shown schematically in 
figure 6. The flat plate used for the measurements is sup-





FmURE 6.-Sketcb of Instrument for direct measurement of snn friction. 
2.0-centimeter moving element is supported by a specially 
designed four-bar linkage which allows it to translate in the 
plane of the plate without rotation. The rectangular slot 
in the plate through which the force element is exposed to 
the flow has accurately lapped sides. The . gaps at the 
leading and trailing edges of the element are approximately 
0.004 inch and 0.008 inch, respectively. The element is 
lapped flush with the surface of the plate after assembly. 
The degree of flatness is checked by means of interference 
fringes . The flexure links in the suspension system can be 
replaced by links of various thickness (0.005 in ., 0.01 in., 
0.025 in.), thus providing a large range of variation of the 
restoring force . Movement of the force element is conveyed 
to the core of the transformer by a nonconducting rod and 
metal-yoke arrangement. The transformer is held in position 
by a brass cage which can be adjusted for position by means 
of set screws. The linkage assembly seats in recesses in the 
flat-plate support which also serves as a streamlined wind-
shield. The damping of the force element is obtained by 
two dampers which are carried by the yoke of the flexure 
link assembly and are immersed in Dow Corning silicone 
fluid of 500-centistoke viscosity. The area of the surface 
of the dampers was adjusted to provide slightly less than 
critical damping to the oscillating system. The mass of 
the damping system is also utilized to obtain coincidence 
of the center of percussion and center of gravity of the link-
age. The effectiveness of damping and vibration isolation 
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Flr.URE 7.-Ellect of vibrations on calibration of skin-friction instrument. Vibration 
frequency. apprOximately 25 oycles per second. 
Calibration of the instrument is obtained by means of a 
pulley arrangement with jewel bearings. The pulley was 
constructed from magnesium (for lightness) and balancE'd in 
rotation so that it introduced no errors in calibration. The 
frictional torque of the jewel bearings is of the order of 
10-6 milligram-centimeter and hence is negligible. A single-
fiber nylon thread provided the means of attaching small 
fractional weights to the linkage during calibration. Sample 
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calibrations indicating the repeatability and linearity of 
the force-measuring system may be seen in figures 8 and 9. 
The entire force linkage and coil system is enclosed in the 
windshield which has a frontal area of X inch by 2% inches. 
When in use, the inside of the windshield is sealrd off from 
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Flr-URE S.-Calibration of skin-friction instrument. Input, 5 volts at 20 kilocycles; 0.0005-
by H-inch links; T.=39.25XA, dynes per squar~ centimeter. 
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Flr-URE 9.-Calibration curve of skin-friction instrument. 0.01- by ).i,-inch steel link~ : 
T,-38.3XIO'XA, dynes per square centimeter. 
These gaps serve as vents for equalization of pressure be-
tween the inside and the outside of the force element. The 
electrical leads are likewise sealed. During operation the 
pressure across the gaps could be observed on an alcohol 
manometer. One lead of the manometer was connected 
to a static-pressure orifice on the plate just ahead of the 
clement, and the other indicated the pressure inside the 
windshield. 
Ef.ECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND CIRCUIT DETAILS 
A block diagram of the manner of use of the skin-friction 
instrument is shown in figure 10. A precision H ewlett-
Vacuum-tube valtmeter-·. __ _ 
~1~~-t28/::~n kJ 
Constant-voltage": 
transformer l ·.p,,,,,, _~-I"'" ""~' •... 
Flr-URS 10.-Circuit used for skin-friction instrument. 
Packard low-frequency oscillator acted as the power stlpply 
for the differential transformer. The output from the 
secondaries connected in opposition was read on a H ewlett-
Packard vacuum-tube voltmeter to an accuracy of ± 1 
percent. Since the output is directly proportional t.o the 
input, the latter was always kept at the same fixed value 
before taking a skin-friction reading. In order to avoid 
errors introduced by switching, a second vacuum-tube 
voltmeter was used to read the input to the primary coil 
of the transformer. The variable resistance of 20,000 ohms 
(shown in fig. 10) across the secondary coils of the trans-
former unit was found u~eful in reducing the magnitude of 
the output at the "balance point" (symmetrical core posi-
tion) to approximately 0.001 volt. This effecLivcly increased 
the range of readings on the voltmeter scale. 
INCOMPRESSIBLE-FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
At low speeds the assumption of incompressibility of the 
air is a close approximation and leads to considerable 
simplification in theoretical treatment of the boundary-
layer equations. This is especially important for the case 
of laminar flow past a flat plate at zero incidence, for in this 
case an exact solution of the Prandtl equations is possible. 
This is the well-known Blasius solution. For the much 
more complicated case of turbulent flow, theoretical solutions 
of the equations are not possible. However, as shown by 
Prandtl , Von Karman, and others, even for turbulent flow 
important theoretical deductions regarding the skin friction 
and nature of the boundary-layer flow can be made. The 
logarithmic law for skin friction at high R eynolds numbers 
is a well-known example. 
In order to establish the general validity of the present 
method of measurement, the skin-friction instrument was 
adapted for measurements in low-speed flow. Two types of 
flow were investigated, the so-called Blasius flow and fully 
developed turbulent flow past a flat plate. It is believed 
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that the results of this investigation, apart from confirming 
the accuracy of the method of measurement, have some 
interest and value of their own. 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT ."NO SETUP 
The general experimental arrangement for the low-speed 
measurements is shown in figure 11. The GALCIT "Cor-
relation" tunnel was used for this investigation. This is a 
specially designed wind tunnel for turbulence measurements, 
with a very low free-stream turbulence level (u'/U of the 
order of 0.03 percent). 
... ·-Tunnel ceiling 
.· .. Electrical leads out 
.... To alcohol U-tube 
..... ..... ...... Supporting rods ...... 
,4"( . 
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FII'URE ll.-Sketch of flat·plate installation in OALCIT ~H· by 2~~·foot correlation tunnel. 
Since the magnitude of the shearing stress To at the low 
speeds and Reynolds numbers (U "'" 400 em/sec to 1600 
cm/sec and Re "'" 6 X 104 to 6 X 105) is extremely small, 
being of the order of 1 milligram per square centimeter, the 
small (0.2- by 2.0-cm) element of the instrument was replaced 
by a larger one mellsuring 1.15 by 6.3 centimeters. Phosphor 
bronze 0.005-inch-thick by }~-inch-wide flexure links were 
used instead of the regular O.Ol-inch-thick links. This 
increased the sensitivity of the force-measuring system by a 
factor of approximately 4. The instrument was attached to 
the flat plate by means of a metal yoke, as shown in figure 11. 
The surface used for the low-speed boundary-layer measure-
ments was a sharp-nosed, 12- by 36-inch flat plate made out 
of %6-inch-thick plastic material. The surface of this plate 
had a highly polished finish. There was, however, some 
irregularity present in the form of waviness in the surface. 
No attempt was made to remedy this because the amplitude 
of the surface waves was too small (of the order of 0.005 
in. in a length of 2 ft) to be of any significance. The shearing-
stress instrument could be located in two alternative positions 
on the plate. The change in position allowed an additional 
variation in the Reynolds number (i. e., in addition to the 
change made possible by free-stream velocity changes). 
The measuring element consisted of a small piece of the 
plastic (identical with the plate material) rectangular in shape 
and attached to the force linkage so that the lower surface 
of this element was flush with the surrounding plate surface. 
The element was separated from the rest of the surface (on 
all four sides) by a }~2-inch-wide gap. That the element 
was really flush with the plate surface could be checked 
accurately by means of an optical arrangement consisting 
of a reflecting surface and a magnifying lens. The force 
linkage system was shielded and sealed off from the flow by 
a streamlined brass shield. Total-head profiles could be 
measured at either location of the shear-stress measurement 
by means of a total-head tube and a portable micrometer 
head with a least count of 0.01 centimeter. The totaI-
head-tube dimensions are shown in figure 12. A precision 
I. I 
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FInURE 12.-Boundary·lsyer prOfiles on flat plate. Incomprelisible 1I0w. 
alcohol manometer of the Zahrn type was used for the 
measurement of pressures. Total-head or static-pressure 
traverses could be made in the direction of flow by means of 
a motorized traverse. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Laminar boundary layer.-In order to establish the type 
of boundary-layer flow, velocity profiles were measured on 
the surface of the plate for a range of velocities cov~ring 
the Reynolds number range over which the shearing force 
was to be measured. These profiles (fig. 12) showed good 
agreement with the theoretical Blasius profile. That the 
flow was indeed laminar was further substantiated by observ-
ing laminar-boundary-Iayer oscillations (Tol1mien-Schlich-
ting waves) by means of a 0.0005-inch-diameter platinum 
hot-wire placed near the surface of the plate (approximately 
at a distance of 0.1 em). The regular laminar oscillations 
could be changed to random turbulent fluctuations by in-
troducing disturbances in the boundary layer ahead of the 
point of measurement. In addition to substantiating the 
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pressure-profile measurements, this precaution served another 
significant purpose: It removed any suspicion that the force 
of friction measured by the shearing-stress instrument was 
due to anything other than pure laminar flow. It is known 
that lamina.r flow does not break down at a definite (time-
independent) distance from the leading edge. Transition 
to turbulent flow is evidenced by the appearance of "bursts" 
of turbulent fluctuations (see references 22 and 23) super-
imposed on the laminar oscillations. In case such bursts 
were present, the force measurements would not corre-
spond to purely laminar friction. 
The actual shearing-force measurement consisted of taking 
the difference of voltmeter readings with and without flow 
for each point measured. This process eliminated any 
,Possible errors due to zaro shift in the measuring system. 
In the earlier stages of the experiments the instrument was 
calibrated before and after each set of shearing-force measure-
ments. Since the calibration (fig. 8) did not perceptibly 
change, this process was later replaced by one of making 
periodic checks. The calibration remained constant during 
the entire duration of the measurements to better than 1 
percent. 
It was not possible to fulfill exactly the condition of zero 
pressure gradient required by Blasius flow. However, the 
deviation from dp/dx=O was small (Ap/~ less than 1 percent) 
in the range of the measurements reported, and it was 
possible to adjust the plate in pitch to give approximately 
a constant favorable pressure gradient. This was actually 
measured and the force measur;~ments were corrected ac-
cordingly when making the comparison with theory (see 
section "Laminar boundary layer"). 
Since the force-measuring system of the skin-friction in-
strument is essentially a suspension, it is affected by tilt of 
the instrument. In order to determine and account for the 
error introduced by changes in the attitude of the instru-
ment due to deflection of the flat plate, the following pro-
cedure was adopted: The element was covered with a stream-
lined shield which left it free to move but shielded it com-
pletely from the flow. The difference between the "no 
flow" and "with flow" readings then gave the effect of the 
plate tilt. This error was determined for the entire range 
of velocities since the plate deflection is dependent on the 
air loads of the system. Figure 13 shows the effect of plate 
tilt on the instrument. The mean curve of. figure 13 was 
then used to correct the instrument readings. The maxi: 
mum correction was less than 10 percent. The scatter 'in 
figure 13, at about 1300-centimeter-per-second free-stream 
velocity, is due. to excessive vibrations induced by resonance 
with a natural mode of oscillation of the tunnel. The 
above procedure of correction was necessary only for the 
measurements made at the forward location (x=28.6 cm) 
of the instrument. For the rear location (x=58.0 cm) the 
plate support was modified to increase i~ rigidity. This 
effectively eliminated any plate tilt. 
As will be noticed from figure 14, the scatter of the ex-
perimental points is considerably less at the rear location 
than in front. During all the measurements precautions 
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Flr.URIt H.-Local skin Irictiollin incompressible fiow. M=O. 
gaps· between the force element and the plate. This was 
done by sealing the windshield onto the plate and checking 
the pressure difference between its inside and the plate 
surface on an alcohol U-tube. 
Turbulent boundary layer.-The experimental procedure 
for the skin-friction measurements on the flat plate with 
turbulent -boundary layer was essentially similar to that 
adopted for the laminar case. The boundary layer was 
tripped, that is, made turbulent, by a roughness element at 
the leading edge. The type of flow was identified by the 
shape of the velocity profile (see fig. 12) as well as by the 
random fluctuations shown by a hot-wire placed close to the 
flat-plate surface. That the particular manner in which the 
boundary layer was tripped was of no essential importance to 
the skin-friction measurements was ascertained by causing 
the transition in different ways (e. g., raising the free-stream 
turbulence level with the help of wire screens in the tunnel or, 
alternatively. by adjusting the plate orientation so that the 
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stagnation point on the leading edge was located on the side 
opposite to the surface of measurement). In all the measure-
ments reported here the boundary layer was tripped by a 
single roughness element, a wire, at the leading edge of the 
flat plate. This method was adopted in preference to the 
others because it gave a convenient method of fixing the 
point of transition almost, at the leading edge of the flat 
plate. Thus, any arbitrariness about the length entering 
into the calculation of the Reynolds number of the turbulent-
boundary-layer flow is eliminated. That the boundary layer 
was really turbulent close to the leading edge was confirmed 
by a total-head-tube survey in the direction of flow with the 
tube touching the plate. The change from laminar to turbu-
lent flow is then indicated as a sharp rise in total-head loss by 
the total-head tube. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Laminar boundary layer.-The direct skin-friction meas-
urements are shown in figure 14. They cover a range of 
Reynolds numbers from about 6 X 104 to 6 X 105• In compar-
ing the experimental values with theory, the values of the 
shearing stress, as indicated by the instrument, were cor-
rected for eA"j)erimental error due to plate deflection and th(' 
effect of pressw'e gradient. The method of correction for 
plate deflection has been discussed before. It applied only 
to the measurements at the forward location (x=28 .6), since 
at the rear location there was no deflection of the plate and 
supports. The effect of pressure gradient was taken into 
account by use of Von Karman's integral relation for the 
boundary layer. Since dp/dx was not exactly zero, its magni-
tude was ascertained by actual measurement. Figure 15 
shows these pressure-gradient measurements. It will be 
noted from figure 15 that at any given value of free-stream 
velocity at the point of measurement dp/dx has very nearly a 
constant value over the entire length of t.he flat plate. Using 
this fact, the momentum integral relation may be written for 
a given point as: 
where 
t::.CI H+~ dp 
cro - q- dx 
is the difference of the local skin-friction coefficient from the 
Blasius value Clo ; H , the ratio of displacement to momentum 
thickness; q=~ p",U2, the dynamic pressure of the free 
stream; and dp/dx, the constant pressure gradient over the 
flat plate. Thus for fixed values of x and q, knowing the 
pressure gradient and using the Blasius value of H=2.605, 
the effect of pressure gradient can be estimated. That the 
use of the Blasius value for H is justified for the purpose of 
such calculations may be seen from the profiles of figure 12, 
which show that for the small values of dp/dx the departure 
from the Blasius profile is slight. All the measured values of 
Cr shown in figure 14 have been corrected for the effect of 
pressure gradient in the manner outlined above. The magni-
tude of the maximum correction was of the order of 8 percent 
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Blasius is seen to be excellent. The experimental points 
shown in figure 14 are the results of several observations taken 
at different times and to some extent indicate the repeatabil-
ity of the measurements. Also shown in the same figure are 
values of Cr obtained from the profiles of figure 12 1y meas-
uring the slope at the wall and correcting for the dp/dx effect. 
From the discussion it is evident why the few scattered 
experiments on flat-plate skin friction often give too large 
values of CI' The reason for this is the extreme sensitivity 
of the laminar layer to prcssw'e grl1riients. If the pressure 
gradient is sligh tly negative, the layer is stable- and laminar, 
bu t the skin friction is too high. If the pressure gradien t is 
slightly positive, turbulent bursts are likely to appear and 
CI is measured too large again. 
Turbulent boundary layer.-The measurements of local 
skin friction with turbulent boundary layer on the plate 
were also corrected for pressure-gradient effect in a manner 
similar to the one adopted for the laminar case. For the 
purposes of this correction the values of Hand 8 were 
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obtained by assuming a power-law velocity profile in the 
boundary layer with a power index of 1/7. The magnitude 
of the corrections in this case was of the order of 2 percent 
in Cr. Figure 14 shows the excellent agreement between 
the experimental values and the theoretical curve given by 
Von IUrman for the skin friction on a flat plate with turbu-
lent boundary layer. This agreement is believed to be 
fortuitous to some extent, for the constants in Von Karman's 
logarithmic relation 
are not predicted by theory but have to be determined from 
experiment. The values of A and B, as found from the 
present experiments, were -0.91 and 5.06, respectively, 
as compared with 1.7 and 4.15 in Von Karman's formula. 
This difference in the constants is perhaps to be attributed to 
the fact that A and B are not absolute constants but de-
pend somewhat on the conditions of experiment, for example, 
on Reynolds number and so forth. One can only conclude 
that the logarithmic formula of Von Karman is a fair 
approximation for incompressible flow. Because of the 
limited range of the tunnel turbulent-boundary-Iayer flow at 
Reynolds numbers higher than 6 X 105 could not be studied. 
COMPRESSIBLE-FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
It was originally intended to investigate two simple 
representative types of viscous compressible flow, namely, 
the steady laminar and tmbulent flows on an insulated 
flat plate with zero pressure gradient. It has already been 
pointed out that even in the incompressible-flow measure-
ments considerable difficulties were encountered in obtain-
ing experimental conditions which closely approximated the 
conditions forming the basis of theoretical analyses. In the 
case of the compressible-flow measurements the additional 
limitations imposed by the small size of the wind tunnel and 
by the effects accompanying compressibility were sometimes 
so severe that they resulted in either changing some of the 
original aims or even abandoning them. For instance, it 
was highly desirable to obtain 'skin-friction measurements 
for the case of a laminar boundary layer, for which rather 
extensive theoretical information is available. Experimen-
tally, however, it was found impossible to maintain laminar 
flow without rather strong favorable pressure gradients 
(see section "Laminar-Boundary-Layer Measurements"). 
Hence, the measurements in the laminar case had to be 
restricted to a single set of measurements of skin friction 
with known pressure gradients. If the following pages 
indicate a lack of completeness and continuity it is largely 
a result of features inherent in the phenomenon being 
investigated. 
RANGE OF WIND TUNNEL 
The investigations were carried out in the 4- by lO-inch 
GALCIT transonic wind tunnel. This is a continuously 
operating closed-r~turn t.ype of tunnel equipped with air 
filter, silica-gel dehumidifier, and a flexible nozzle (refer-
ence 21). The Mach number range of this wind tunnel 
extends from about M=0.25 to M=1.5. Since all the 
skin-friction measurements were carried out at a fixed 
location of the force-measuring element, the possible means 
of Reynolds number control were limited to: 
(a) Velocity changes 
(b) Stagnation-temperature changes 
(c) Stagnation-pressure changes 
Of these, the last two leave the Mach number unaffected 
and hence are very suitable for isolating Reynolds number 
effects from M S1 ' 1 number effects. Unfortunately, t.he 
range of Reynold . . lUmber variations possible by these means 
was extremely limited in the present case, and for all practi-
cal purposes changes in Reynolds number were possible 
only through Mach number changes. The available range 
of Reynolds numbers was thus confined to approximately 
Re=3X105 to Re=1.2X106 • Since experimental limita-
tions severely limited the investigation on laminar boundary 
layers, the main part of the compressible-flow measure-
ments was confined to turbulent-boundary-layer flow. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE- TURBULENT BOUNDARY LA YER 
The size of the flat plate and the general arrangement are 
shown in figure 6. It, will be noticed that the flat plate has 
a sharp leading edge, one side of the plate (the measuring 
surface) being parallel to the flow. For the case of the high-
subsonic-flow measurements (M=0.2 to 0.8) this configura-
tion served to produce turbulent boundary layers starting at 
the leading edge of the plate, the stagnation point in this 
range being on the surface opposite to the measuring surface. 
However, in order to remove any doubt regarding the nature 
of boundary-layer flow for most of the turbulent-boundary-
layer measurements, a 0.005-inch-diameter steel wire ce-
mented about 0.2 centimeter from the leading edge of the 
plate was used as a trip. Figure 16 shows that the experi-
mental points with and without the wire trip agree very well. 
As shown in the sketch (fig. 6), the flat plate does not quite 
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FIGURE J6 .-Local skin friction on flat plate in subsonic flow. Mach number range, .M=0.2 
to 0.8. 
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inves tigating high-speed /low phenomena had indicated that 
t he side-wall boundar.\--layel' effects were minimized b.v 
shortening the spim of t'\'o-dimensional models an amount 
equal to t,he displacement thicknes of the boundary layer. 
In the presen t case this amounted to approximately }~ inch 
on either side of t.he fl at pl ate. D etachabl e side pieces 
could be installed on the fl at plate so that it effectively 
spanned the en tire span of the tunnel. As a mat ter of pre-
caution skin-friction measurements were made both with 
and wi thout these side pieces . Figure 16 shows the agree-
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FIGURE 17.-Turbul rnt-boundary·lsyer velocity r ' ofl lrs on list plates. 
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sentative velocity profiles measured with a total-head tube 
and computed on the basis of constan t energy per unit mass 
through the boundary layer. The turbulent-boundary-Iayer 
skin-friction measurements show"'n in figure 16 are the results 
of some eigh t separate sets of observations. During these 
measuremen ts every effort was made to eliminate or account 
for errors which might affect the reliability of the results. 
The following points were especially important. 
Pressure gradients.- Figure 18 shows representative 
pressure dis tributions measured with a static-pressure probe 
and an alcohol micromanometer. Since the probe t ravel 
was limited, it was no t possible to ob tain the pressure distri-
butions over the entire length of the plate. However, it is 
known from previous calibration checks of the flow in the 
tunnel tha t the flow is quite smooth, so that the pressure 
distributions shown in figure 18 extend continuously in either 
direction. As seen in figure 18 the pressure gl'adien ts are 
quite small but no t zero. To estimate the effect of these 
small pressure gradients on the measured skin friction, use 
Flow 
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Flr.U RE lB.-Representati ve pressure distribu tions on fiat plate with turbulent boundary 
layer. Supersonic flow . 
was again made of the Von Karman momentum integral. 
It was assumed for these computations that the t Ul'bulent-
boundary-layer profiles could be represented by a power law. 
Justifica tion for this is apparent from figure 17. The mo-
mentum integral relation for compressible flow may be 
written as 
c,=2 -- (2-M2)+- - -d8 [ O*J (8 dp) dx B q dx 
where the symbols have their usual meanings. It is well-
known that as a first approximation 8, the momentum thick-
ness, may be said to be unaffected by compressibility effects 
(equivalent to an assumption of pu= Constant). Using 
this and neglecting the effect of pressure gradients on 8 and 
H one may write 
where Hc= (0"'/8) comp, ... ibl. is t he shape parameter for com-
pressible flow and HI, the same for incompressible flow. 
Assuming a Y,-power velocity profile one can use the incom-
pressible-flow values of 81 and Hi given by 
(' )1/5 iJ I =O.036 'b X4/ 5 
The effect of pressure gradien t then may be approximat ely 
determined by writing the integral relation as 
where 
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and using the approximate values for He and OJ from aboye 
and .!. ddP from figure 18. These calculations show that the q x 
maximum error in the local skin-friction c0efficient is less 
than 1 prrcent. 
Temperature equilibrium.- In order to realize the con-
dition of zero heat transfer on thr flat plate it is extremely 
important that thermal condition be table during operation 
of the wind Lunnel. The method of supporting the flat 
plate along its center line by a thin stru t minimized any 
losses dur to conduction. In addition, the measurements 
Wefe carried ou t wi th the stagnation temperature of th e 
air in thc neighborhood of the room temperature. The 
stagnation temperature could be maintained constant to 
approximaLrly ± 10 C. The usual time taken for the skin-
friction-instrument readings to beeome steady was of the 
order of 2 minutes or so after the tunnel flow and the stag-
nation temperature had stabilizrd. That conditions on the 
flat plate had really' reached the Latr of zero hra t transfer 
was confirmed bv a calibrated thermocouple probe touching 
the surfacr of the plate. The thermocouple output was read 
by a pr('cision Lreds and -orthrup potentiomet('I' on which 
(rmperature changes of about 0.010 C cOllld be easily 
clrtected. It was found that, if any changes in stagnation 
tc'mperature were made, thermal equilibr ium on the plate 
\\ as attained after 2 0[' 3 minutes of stabilization. Du ring 
(he period of stabilization the effect on the skin friction was 
observrd to be strikingly large. It i for this l' ason that 
these precau tions arc strongly stressed here. As a point of 
interest, the temperature recov('ry on the plate, as indicated 
b,57 the thnrmocouple probe, is shown in figure 19. Also 
shown for omparison is the u ual rmpirical relation for 
temperature recovery on a fiat plate with a turbulent bound-
ary layer. The results in figure 19 arc to be reO'arded only a 
of a qualitative naturr, ince no account. is taken of the 
effect of the probe its If on the temperature recovery. The 
main rrason for these measurements was to confirm that 
thermal equilibrium had been reached on the plate. On the 
basis of the e experiments the usual procedure follow('d was 
to let conditions stabilize for over 10 minutes or 0 befon' 
recording the skin-friction readings .. 
Gap 1lows.- During all th(' measurements reported hrre 
there was no flow through the gaps separating the force 
element from the plate. This was ascertained by means of an 
alcohol U-Lube which, for all the reported measurements, 
indicated less than 0.5 centimeter of alcohol difference in 
pressure across the gaps between the inside of the shield and 
the ou t ide flow. In order to determine the degree to which 
the skin-friction readings were affected when there wa 
flow through the gaps, a test setup was arranged. Any 
desired pres ure difference could be maintained across thr 
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F l nURE 19.-Tempcrature reCO \'cry on flat plate with turbu lent boundar), layer. Zero heat 
transrer. 
gaps by means of a suction-pump arrangement connected 
to the inside of the sealed windshield of t.he skin-friction 
instrumen t. It was found that, with no flow in the tunnrl, 
p ressure di.fferences of about 5 cen tim eters of alcohol eau ed 
an error of about 3 percent in the reading of the instrument. 
Th is was true regardless of the direction of the prrs lin' 
difference. Of course th ese values would be som('wha,( 
diffe rent under actual flow conditions. But they certainly 
would not change by an order of magnitude and, since during 
the measurements the pre sure di.fference was always less 
than H centimeter of alcohol, only negligible ('!Tors could 
have been caused. 
Errors due to de1lections and vibrations.-The effects due 
to defl ections and vibrations were checked fo[, in a manner 
similar to one adopted during the incompressibl('-flow 
measurements. The force element was covered up \vith a 
streamlined shield protecting it from the flow but leaving it 
completely frce to move. If any deflection of the structure 
suppor ting the instrument OCCUlTed it would show up as a 
reading. A similar effect would be produced in the case of 
imperfect vibration isolation. It was found that the instal-
Ia.tion of the instrument in thc wind tunnel was perfectly 
rigid and that the vibration isolation and damping were 
quite adequate, so that no errors were introduced on these 
accounts. 
Occurrence of transonic regions and shock waves.-The 
upper limit (approx. M=0.8) of :Mach number for the high-
ubsonic-flow measurements reported here was set by the 
appearance of shock waves near the leading edge of the flat 
plate. It was found that with the appearance of a tran onic 
shock at the leading edge of the plate no sudden changes 
could be ob erved in the skin friction at the point of measure-
ment. evertheless, in order to retain clean experimental 
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conditions it was decided to restric. c tl,,. measurements to 
flow without shock wave. 
Alinement of force clement.- During th(' cours(' of the' 
experiments reported here the alinement of the force ele-
ment with the rest of the plate urface was periodically 
checked optically by means of interference fringes. During 
the en tire period of measurenlcll t the alinemen t remained 
the same to within ± II X 10-6 inch (corresponding to a 
fringe movement of one fringe width of cadmium light). 
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS FOR TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER AT 
HIGH-SUBSONIC SPEEDS 
The experimental values of local skin-friction coefl ic ient 
as measUl'rd by the skin-friction instwment arc shown in 
figure 16. }I\ computing the skin-friction coefficient and 
the Reynoldc; number, free-stream values of density and 
viscosity havr bren used. As seen, the experimental point · 
lie quite do c to (but definitely below) the curve for incom-
pressible flow, showing that the effect of compre ibility in 
the range of :.rach numbe'rs up to .M=0.8 is quite small but 
in the expectrd direction. The experimen tal scatter is of 
the order of ± 5 percent about the mean. 
As briefly mentioned before, the effect of heat transfer on 
the skin friction was found to be quite important. Quantita-
tive measurements of thi effect were not possible with the 
present equipment, but in general the following effect was 
observed: If after equilibrium conditions had been attained 
in the wind tunnel the stagnation temperature in the settling 
chamber was lowered, the skin-friction reading showed a 
marked increase. The magnitude of this increase eemed to 
depend on the rate of heat transfer for it coull be controlled 
to some extent by controlling the rate of cooling of the ail' 
in the settling chamber of the tunnel. Roughly speaking 
(for no precise measurements could be obtained), auring the 
period of heat transfer the skin friction changed by about 
50 percent of the steady-state (zero-heat-transfer) value. 
Raising the stagnation temperature resulted in lower kin-
friction readings. Upon reattainment of steady conditions, 
the skin friction alway regained its zero-heat-transfer value. 
As indicated by these observations, thp resultant effect of 
heat transfer from or to the flat plate is the opposite of what 
one expects from theoretical considerations. 0 explana-
tion has been found for this anomalous behavior. 
LAMlNAR-BOUNDARY-LAYF.R MEASUREMENTS 
It has been mentioned before that because of experimen-
tal difficulties it was not possible to obtain laminar bound-
ary layers of sufficient extent without favorable pressure 
gradients. There are several reasons for this. Laminar 
boundary layers are notoriously sensitive to leading-edge 
conditions. For surersonic-flow measurement.s it is neces-
sary to \lse the type of "half-wedge" leading edge ecnrloyed 
in the present experiments (see reference 24). This type of 
leading edge is not very suitable for subsonic work, for it 
requires the stagnation point to be on the side of the surface 
of measurement. In the present setup this would require 
the flat plate to be at a relatively large po itive angle of 
attack. This was not fea i1le. For the ease of Upel'SOfilC 
flow with an attached bow wave this difficulty would be' 
obviated. (Actually, in the supersonic-flow measurements 
othcr effect prevented an.'" reliable measurements of skin 
friction with laminar houndar.," la.vers. See srtLion "Com-
pressible-Flow )'leasurement .") As nn alternative for ob-
taining laminar boundar.,- layers on the flat plate, a special 
attachment was made for modifying the nose shape. As 
seen in the accompanying sketch, thi erved the earlier-
Nose attachment --- ____ . . •... . Circular orcs 
-----r~S2.~ __ 
'. -Stagnation point '-'- Measuring surface 
of flat place 
mentioned purpose of fixing the stagnation point where 
de ired. With this attachment laminar boundary layers 
could be obtained on the flat plate at low-subsonic :'lach 
numbers (about M=0.3). At higher subsonic ).rach num-
bers, however, the disturbance caused b~r the joinL between 
the nose attachment and the leading edge of the flaL plate 
was sufficient to cau e transition ahead of the point of meas-
urement. In spite of all efforts to make the joint smooth, 
laminar boundary layers could not be maintained past the 
force element. The only way laminar boundary layrrs 
could be obtained with Lhis configuration 'was with the help 
of stabilizing pressure gradients in the direction of flow. 
The favorable pressure gradient \vas produced by I).ltering 
the shape of the wind-tunnel wall opposite the flat plate 
with the help of a tapered hardwood block. The scheme is 
sh0wn in the accompanying sketch. The pressure gradients 
f-h .... h------skin-Ir~tian instrument 
~-> t 
Tunnel Ilaar--. .._.--- Hardwood block 
I~ ______________ "~~f 
prevailing over the flat plate were then measured for each 
)..[ach number at which the skin friction was measured. 
Representative pressure distributions on the flat plate arc 
shown in figure 20. The skin-friction measurements arc 
presented in figure 16. As a point of interest., the skin-
friction coefficients are al 0 hown after approximately allow-
ing for the measured pressure gradient; these points are 
een to be approximately 15 percent above the Bla ius curve 
for M=O. The caJculation of the dp/d.t effect was carried 
out in a ma.nner similar to that for the turbulent case. 
Although the e mea urements cannot be used for compari-
son with the 'ases computed by theory, they are believed 
to be of some value. It will be noticed that, in spite of the 
large deviation from the condit.ion of zero pressure gradient 
and the crude method for allowing for pressure-gradient 
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FH1URE 2O.-Representati ve pressure distributions on flat plate with laminar boundary 
layer. Subsonic flow. 
effect, the experimental values follow the general trend indi-
cated by laminar-boundary-Iayer theory reasonably closely. 
TRANSITION MEASUREMF.NT 
During the attempts to produce laminar boundary layers 
a few measurements of skin friction were made with transi-
tion to turbulent flow occurring on the flat plate. To the 
author's knowledge direct measurements of local skin friction 
in the region of transition have never beenreported. The meas-
urements presented here are quite qualitative and do not con-
clusively demonstrate any results. These measurements 
were made under conditions of negligible pressure gradients 
with the flat-plate leading edge adapted for laminar flow 
(see section "Laminar-Boundary-Layer Measurements"). 
Schlieren observation of the boundary layer showed that at 
low Mach numbers (about 0.25) the boundary layer was 
laminar from the leading edge up to a distance of approxi-
mately 1 centimeter past the force element. The corre-
sponding skin friction was quite close to the Blasius curve 
for incompressible flow. Increasing Mach number (and 
hence the Reynolds number) had the effect of rapidly in-
creasing the skin friction until at about M=0 .6 the measure-
ments approached the turbulent values. At the same time 
the appearance of the boundary layer in the neighborhood 
of the point of measurement could be seen to change grad-
ually from the typical thin, sharply defined laminar bound-
ary layer to a thicker and less sharply defined turbulent one. 
These measurements are shown in figure 21. A little re-
flection will show' that the rise in local skin friction as 
measured by the instrument and indicated by figure 21 
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steady transition at a critical Reynolds number, even if one 
considers transition to occur over a region and not at a 
point. One reasonable explanation may be advanced jf 
the transition phenomenon is regarded as the result of a 
statistical appearance of turbulent spots . This point of 
view, that is, that there is no "transition boundary layer" 
but that the observed transition region consists of inter-
mittently occurring laminar and turbulent flow, was first 
mentioned by Dryden (reference 25) and further substan-
tiated by Liepmann (reference 26). The occurrence of 
transition. from this viewpoint has recently been discussed 
by Professor H. W. Emmons of Harvard University, who 
related the intermittent transition phenomenon to Charters' 
contamination and developed from there a phenomenologi-
cal theory of the transition zone. Turbulent spots occur-
ring in a random fashion may be regarded to be always 
present in any type of flow. In fully developed turbulent 
.flow the probability approaches unity. With this picture 
of transition the following explanation of the present measure-
ments seems to be plausible. When the force element is in 
laminar flow there are hardly any turbulent bursts in the 
flow and, if there are, the chance of one traveling across the 
element is exceedingly small. As the Reynolds number 
increases the rate of appearance of the turbulent spots ahead 
of the element increases rapidly and with it the number 
passing over the force element. Because of the consider-
ably higher shearing forces associated with turbulent motion, 
the instrument indicates greater skin friction. I t may be 
mentioned that during the transition measurements re-
ported here the readings of the instrument were quite steady 
and repeatable. This is to be expected since, because of 
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the inertia of the force element and linkage, the instrument 1.2 
.. ·Karman (M=O) readings would not follow rapid fluctuations but inrlicfI,te 
an average. 1.0 
..... I 
00 pO~ ~ ~n (compressible) 
MEASUREMENTS IN SUPERSONIC FLOW 
Because of experimental difficulties it was possible to 
make measurements of skin friction in supersonic flow only 
for the case of turbulent layers from M = 1.24 to M = 1.44. 
Since laminar boundary layers could not be consistently 
maintained over the measuring element, no measm·ements 
of laminar skin friction at supersonic speeds are reported 
here. The inability to maintain laminar boundary layers 
over the flat plate was due principally to the small size of 
the wind tunnel and does not reflect in any manner on the 
skin-friction instrument. 
Even in the case of the turbulent-boundary-layer measure-
ments the range of supersonic Mach numbers with attached 
nose shock wave on the plate was limited to M ~ 1.37 to M ~ 
1.44. Below about M= 1.36 a detached bow. wave formed 
ahead of the leading edge. The flow configuration in the 
neighborhood of the nose with a detached shock wave was 
such ~hat an expansion occurred around the leading edge fol-
lowed by a compression shock. Figure 22 is a spark schlieren 
Fl(:lI itE 22.-Schlicrcn photograph of lIow past lIat plate. With detaellcd bow wavc. 
of this configuration. The second compression shock wave 
near the leading edge of the plate is due to the O.005-inch-
diameter wire used as a trip for the boundary layer. That 
there were no sudden changes caused in skin friction due to 
the bow-wave detachment may be seen from figure 23 where 
the skin-friction measurements are shown in the form of the 
ratio clicll where CI is the local measmed skin-friction coeffi-
cient and CII , the incompressible value for the same Reynolds 
number. Some of the subsonic measmements are also shown 
in the same figure. Dming the measmements in supersonic 
flow shown in figme 23 it was not possible to obtain conditions 
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Nose shock detached·-j"" /~  
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--
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FWURE 23.-Effeet of compressibility on local skin friction on fiat plate. Turbulent bound-
ary layer; Reynolds number Re"" JO'. 
of zero press me gradients in the direction of flow. The Mach 
number distribution over the plate departed from the re-
quired uniform one to such an extent as to render the results 
quite umeliable for comparison with theory. Von Karman's 
curve for tmbulent skin friction in compressible boundary 
layer over a flat plate is included in figure 23 only for the sake 
of interest. Although the experimental points lie quite close 
to this curve, it cannot be concluded that compressibility 
low01"s the local skin-friction coefficient by an amount given 
by Von Karman's empirical curve. The skin-friction meas-
urements presented do, however, represent the actual smface 
shearing forces present under the conditions of measurement. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has been shown that an instrument for the direct meas-
urement of local skin friction can be successfully developed 
if sufficient care is taken. 
Measurements of laminar and tm'bulent skin friction on a 
flat plate at zero angle of attack and in low-speed flow gave 
excellent agreement with Blasius' and Von Karman's skin-
friction laws. 
Measurements of turbulent skin friction on a flat plate in 
high-speed flow showed that for subsonic flow the skin friction 
did not depend much on Mach number though a slight, ex-
pected decrease of the local skin-friction coefficient was 
noticeable. 
The few measmements so far made in supersonic flow (at a 
Mach number of approximately 1.4) were taken in the pres-
ence of a press me gradient and hence are not so easily and 
reliably compared with theory as are the other measurements 
reported here. The very noticeable decrease in skin friction 
is believed to be real. The determination of exact quantita-
tive values, however, requires a thorough check under both 
conditions. 
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
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